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A. INTRODUCTION

The debate on the future of work is increasingly a debate about the reality of today’s society. In fact, technological developments have increasingly assumed a significant impact on labour relations and at an ever-growing rate. Topics such as robotics ceased to be integrated in a future context of work and became part of our daily lives. If collaborative economics was the driving force behind the discussion of the transformation of labour as we know it, many other issues need to be studied in order to ensure the appropriateness of the legislative effort to the new realities that gradually emerge.

In 2017, we gathered in Porto (Portugal) about 300 congressmen – with all continents represented – in the first Labour 2030 with the motto of understanding the changes and envisioning the future of work. In 2019, we will return the outstanding debate from the previous edition, with its excellent contributions compiled, and will continue to make a difference and shape the future of Labour Law with the world’s best academics and professionals.

B. CALL FOR PAPERS

As part of the aforementioned discussion on the future of labour and its transformations, the Law Academy, with the support of CIELO Laboral and the Associação de Jovens Juslaboralistas (AJJ) jointly promote a call for papers to ensure a major debate on the future of work, with the year 2030 as target.

Thus, interested parties are invited to take part in this debate and submit proposals for papers on the following subjects:

I – (THE) IMPACTS OF ROBOTICS, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN THE WORK CONTEXT

II – WORK IN THE FIELD OF TECHNOLOGICAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND START-UPS

III – NEW FORMS OF WORK AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

IV – INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND IMPACTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT

V – TAXES ON LABOUR AND SOCIAL SECURITY IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY AND IN THE CONTEXT OF MULTINATIONALS

VI – MOBILITY OF WORKERS - FROM THE NEW MIGRATION PROCESS TO THE MOVEMENT OF MILLENNIAL GENERATIONS

VII – DATA PROTECTION IN A CONTEXT OF PERSONAL DATA AND GDPR

VIII – THE IMPACTS OF AGING POPULATIONS AND ONCOLOGICAL DISEASES IN THE ORGANISATION OF LABOUR

IX – NON-COMPETE CLAUSES IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY

X – THE FUTURE OF LABOUR LAW IN THE EU

XI – NEW TRENDS FOR TRANSNATIONAL COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

XII – SKILLS OF WORKERS FOR THE LABOUR MARKET OF THE 4.0 INDUSTRY

XIII – THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL CLAUSES IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE TREATIES

XIV - LIABILITY AND INSURANCE COMPANIES
The organisation will accept proposals from a national perspective, but also from an international perspective. The approaches to the themes should be framed within the branches of Law, Economy, Sociology and Industrial Relations, Technology and/or others, as long as a particular interest justifies it.

Proposals must correspond to papers in order to be presented in one the following formats: a) plenary or parallel dynamic sessions; or b) poster presentation. Each proponent may submit up to two proposals, but only one, at most, will be accepted by the organisation. For this purpose, an abstract proposal (limited to 500 words and with indication of the title and keywords) must be submitted in one of the official languages of the congress until May 12, 2019, by upload to www.labour2030.eu, which will be made available in due time. Registration on the website and the use of its uploading platform are mandatory for the submission of the abstract(s).

It is advised that the selected poster presentations will be displayed throughout the congress. Furthermore, the presentation of posters by their authors will be held in previously determined plenary sessions, and presented in the elevator pitch format. Each presentation cannot last longer than 5 minutes. Considering the poster presentation format, a speaker’s certificate will be given to its authors.

If the number of proposals so warrants, a book presentation session, as well as technological solutions for hardware and/or software and services related to the themes of the congress may be held.

All conference attendees will have the opportunity to evaluate each poster through an app designed for the event. As a result, a prize will be awarded to the best poster presented.

Publication possibility. After the event, the Scientific and Organizing Committees will evaluate and select the best papers for publication (online or paper). Papers sent in English by non-native authors must be supplemented by a certificate attesting to their translation or linguistic revision. Otherwise, the work can not be taken into account for publication purposes. If, however, the publisher rejects the paper for the quality of English, the author will be responsible for the eventual cost of the review; otherwise the paper will be rejected automatically by editors.

For further information and clarification of any queries, candidates may send an e-mail to labour2030@lawacademy.eu.

C. Official Languages Of The Congress

Portuguese, Spanish and English.

Simultaneous translation from/to English will be guaranteed in all sessions.
D. **Confirmed Speaker**

José João Abrantes  
NOVA University of Lisbon

Catherine Barnard  
University of Cambridge

Pascal Lokiec  
University Paris Panthéon-Sorbonne

Guy Davidov  
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Catarina Carvalho  
Portuguese Catholic University – Porto

Matthew Finkin  
University of Illinois – USA

Lourdes Mella Méndez  
University of Santiago de Compostela

Philippe Pochet  
European Trade Union Institute

Maria Rosário Palma Ramalho  
University of Lisboa

Teresa Coelho Moreira  
University of Minho

Maria Regina Redinha  
University of Porto

Rüdiger Krause  
University of Gottingen

Frank Hendrickx  
University of Leuven

Denis Pennel  
World Employment Confederation

E. **Important Dates**

May 12, 2019 | deadline for submission of abstracts

May 13 through May 19, 2019 | abstracts selection process

May 20 through May 26, 2019 | sending of notification of the abstracts’ selection

June 16, 2019 | deadline for registration of selected speakers

July 26, 2019 | deadline for submission of paper’s final version

F. **Early Bird Enrolment**

The enrolment fee for the selected speakers in the call for papers will be of € 250.00 (VAT included).

Special price for members of **Rede Internacional Cielo Laboral** and **Associação De Jovens Juslaboralistas**: € 220,00 (VAT included).

The registration fee includes:

- Participation in the congress
- Congress documentation
- Lunches
- Coffee breaks
- Parking in the congress centre (limited to the space capacity)
- Simultaneous translation from/to English
- Wi-fi
- Certificate of participation as speaker
- Access to the event’s free app
- Tour of the city of Porto

The payment of the registration fee must be done exclusively by electronic means in the reserved user’s area of the congress website.

At online registration you will be able to select if you want to participate in the [networking dinner](#) that will take place at the end of the first day of the event (associated cost).
The registration/enrolment fee after the early birds’ phase (limited to the first 200 entries) will be:

General: € 295,00 (VAT included).

Members of Rede Internacional CIELO Laboral and Associação De Jovens Juslaboralistas: € 265,00 (VAT included).

G. ORGANISING COMMITTEE:

NUNO CEREJEIRA NAMORA | Law Academy
LOURDES MELLA MÉNDEZ | CIELO Laboral
DURANTE ABRUNHOSE E SOUSA | CIELO Laboral

EDUARDO CASTRO MARQUES | Law Academy
GONÇALO CEREJEIRA NAMORA | Law Academy
DAVID CARVALHO MARTINS | AJJ

H. SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE:

Maria Rosário Palma Ramalho. Full Professor of Labour Law. University of Lisbon (Portugal)
Yolanda Valdeolivas García. Full Professor of Labour and Social Security Law. Autonomous University of Madrid. Secretary of State for Employment (Spain)
Achim Seifert. Full Professor of Labour Law. University of Jena (Germany)
José Luis Gil y Gil. Full Professor of Labour and Social Security Law. University of Alcalá de Henares. Madrid (Spain)
Ellen MacEachen. Associate Professor. University of Waterloo (Canada)
Rafael Encinas de Munagorri. Full Professor of Labour Law. University of Nantes (France)

Maria Luz Vega. Coordinator, Future of Work Initiative ILO
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